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Since an actual getaway to the South of France isn t happening for me anytime soon,
tagging along with Josie and Connor was the next best thing The lavender, the heat, the

sunshine, it almost felt like I was there Josie and Connor wind up having to share a vacation
home, it s contentious, and playful, and steamy, and all that good opposites attract stuff,
with one of the honest sex scenes you ll find in a romance novel Josie s temper and her
workaholic tendencies aren t serving her well at the office, but her flaws made her a heroine
to root for, especially in the moment where she speaks her mind to her parents Connor was
a great match for her, an alpha with panic attacks, antagonistic, but in a flirty, encouraging
way I enjoyed this one, and I m hoping Abi gets a book of her own at some point Connor s
sister only appeared briefly, but I found her endearing and I d love to see how she works
through her emotional baggage.I received this through a Goodreads giveaway. This is an
uptight heroine who meets a free spirit hero story They hate each other at first, then loosen
up and start liking each other A lot Then they have a fight Part of it is that she works with
and likes his sister, and he s cut the sister out of his life, claiming sis cut him off first
Heroine goes home and mopes Hero wanders off to his job digging water wells in India and
sulks Then he has an epiphany and goes to find the heroine at the perfect telling moment.
FREE DOWNLOAD ? Holiday with a Stranger ? Who Are You After Three Months Of
Traveling, All Connor Preston Wants To Do Is Sink Into His Own Bed The Last Thing He
Expects Is To Find A Stark Naked Woman Already There Josie Marchpane Wasn T
Anticipating Company Either Connor May Be Six Feet Four Inches Of Pure Muscle And
Boast A Disturbingly Sexy Smile, But A Fortnight In The South Of France Is The One Thing
Standing Between Josie And Her Sanity And She S Not About To Give It Up Without A
Fight Because Josie Plays To Win The Problem Connor Does, Too And With Only One Bed
Between Them, Things Are About To Get Interesting Hats off to Christy McKellen If you like
your romances sizzling with the pressure of sexual tension, then this baby is for you How
she does it is beyond me but the moment you start reading, you re hooked The language
Ms McKellen uses lets you know in no uncertain terms that when these two get together,
worlds will collide I admire how Ms McKellen stirs up the tension and then lets it explode in
such an immensely tasteful and satisfying way Both Josie and Connor come with their own
baggage and with each other, work it through so that you are left feeling that this pair really
could make it This book has it all, chemistry flying from each page but what s , the pair have
a real connection that results in a totally believable HEA I know Christy, and hope, so very
much hope that this kind of writing will rub off on me too Good reading, everyone. A red hot
contemporary romance set in the South of France, Holiday with a Stranger is Christy
McKellen s fabulous debut novel for Harlequin Kiss.Josie Marchpane s life revolves around
her job Having spent most of life being told that she didn t have what it takes to become a
success, Josie is determined to prove her doubters wrong Having invested all of her time
and money into her fledgling business, Josie works crazy hours, has got no social life to
speak of and cannot remember the last time she went out on a date, but she wouldn t have
it any other way She cannot afford distractions of any kind and if she s been a bit of a
nightmare in the office recently, it s only because she wants the company to get off the

ground and thrive But Josie s best friend and business partner, Abbi, is worried about her
Although Abbi cannot deny that Josie is a hard worker, she knows that her friend is
stressed out, working too hard and close to breaking point With her grandmother s cottage
in the South of France empty, Abbi orders Josie to take some time off and to spend a
fortnight away resting and recharging her batteries With no other choice available to her,
Josie reluctantly agrees, however, little does she realise that she is going to have company
in the cottage in the shape of Abbi s drop dead gorgeous brother, Connor Free spirited
Connor does not like being tied down An experienced traveller who is always jetting off to
exotic locations, Connor likes to keep his schedule free, his relationships casual and his life
as free from complications and commitments as possible After three months away, Connor
is looking forward to going home to his grandmother s cottage in the South of France and
sleeping in his own bed The last thing he wants or needs is to have a housemate so he is
stunned when he finds a naked woman sleeping in his bed Connor is not best pleased that
Josie has made herself at home in his cottage and he s furious when he finds out that she s
in his house on his sister s instructions Having always had a very strained relationship with
his sister, Connor wants nothing to do with Abbi or with her imperious best friend But
unfortunately for him, Josie is determined to stay in his cottage for a fortnight and she is not
going to relinquish her accommodation without a fight However, house sharing soon proves
to be the least of their problems Thrust into close proximity together, Connor and Josie
soon begin to find themselves attracted to one another When a sizzling kiss leads to
undeniable passion, Connor and Josie give into temptation and embark on a no strings
affair But when mutual attraction gives way to something deeper, will they keep to their
resolve to keep their relationship casual or will they find the courage to face up to their
feelings and admit that they ve fallen madly in love with one another Christy McKellen s
name is one readers of fast paced and feel good contemporary romance would do well to
remember In her debut novel for Harlequin Kiss, this talented new author has written a fun,
fresh and flirty read that is packed with scorching emotional tension, steamy love scenes,
witty repartee and irresistible romance I loved Josie Although when we first meet her she is
bolshy and neurotic, Christy McKellen very cleverly begins to strip away the layers of
protection she has been hiding behind and reveals the reason why she has been plagued
by doubts all her life, before emerging at the end of the book as a feisty, strong and
endearing heroine Connor was a marvelous hero who was sexy, charming and absolutely
gorgeous I defy any reader not to be completely and utterly won over by him.Sexy,
enjoyable and far too good to miss, Christy McKellen s debut novel Holiday with a Stranger
is a first class read readers will find impossible to resist This review was originally published
on Cataromance. Flawed and vulnerable characters will endear readers as they face their
insecurities and learn to trust one another RT Book Reviews, rated 4 stars Holiday with a
Stranger is a cute sexy romance that shows what can happen when two strangers share a
home in the French countryside one is a workaholic and the other likes to enjoy life The two

worlds collide and passions ignite.Conner Preston is exhausted, only wanting to crawl in his
bed and sleep for many hours he travels for his job and has a few days before his next
assignment so is stopping at his home in France to relax What he does not plan on is
finding a stranger, lovely as she may be, in his bed.Josie Marchpane was told by her
partner Abigail, that she needs to go away for awhile since she is scaring the others in the
office with her demands and Abi is afraid she is going to have a breakdown Josie knows
she is a bit of a workaholic and is very driven but she wants to prove herself in the business
world She always feels less than adequate around her sister Maddie who is a famous
genius that their parents dote on.The sparks fly when the two compromise their stance and
share the house, all the while knowing that the attraction between them would go nowhere
They both have family issues that prevent them from taking the relationship beyond a no
strings fun and relaxing vacation, but you never know what the heart wants.Complete
review at Ramblings from a Chaotic MindCopy from author for an honest review Life is a
train of events tied together, full of moments in time and connections to people Sometimes
those connections are meant to lead us on a path with others.Josie is relaxing in a
farmhouse in the beautiful french countryside, at least she is until an unexpected guest
turns up.She finds herself confronted with her business partners brother, who just happens
to co own the place she is staying in.I enjoyed the playfulness between the two characters
The way they interacted with ease, were able to laugh and have fun with each other
Sometimes people just connect naturally in a way that is inexplicable.Connor started off
regarding Josie as an irritating disruption to his holiday, but now he finds himself attracted
to the spunky distraction Unfortunately he has no plans for any relationship regardless of
whether it be short or long term Who wants to be nothing than a week long fling with no
strings attached, no questions and all the benefits Josie certainly doesn t find his attitude
towards potential love interests and family members very inviting.Connor teaches Josie to
let go, to understand that the world will still go on as usual even if she doesn t work like a
madwoman 24 7.It is snug little story with a fleeting moment in time and a string of
coincidences changing the paths of two people.I received a copy of this book courtesy of
Harlequin UK and Mills Boon. No guy wants to come home after weeks out on the road to
find a beautiful naked woman in his bed, no wait that s a lie, most men do But not Connor
Preston, he s tired and totally beat, all he wants his a good nights rest after weeks of very
uncomfortable sleep But instead of his nice clean, cool sheets he finds a very naked and
very tempting Josie wrapped up in his sheets, oh and the sheets are no longer clean either
Wish just makes the situation worse, but it being late Connor reluctantly agrees to take the
couch for the evening and have a stand off with the stranger in his bed in the morning But
when morning comes Josie refuses to leave, instead telling him she calls dips on his house
Connor of course goes from slightly annoyed to outright furious and so begins the tumble of
wits, conflicts, sexual energy so electrifying the pages nearly went up in flames and the
journey to finally learning to stand up and fight I absolutely loved, loved, loved this book It

was so unbelievably perfect in every way it felt as if I was reading a best seller before it has
even come close to the shelves The author s characters were stunning and extremely
realistic they not only creep into my heart but deep into my soul I loved how the author
showed both the characters as feisty yet, also cautious of actually taking steps towards
achieving goals they do not even really realize they need It showed them both as I recon a
lot of us are in real life, we don t realize what is is that we need to do until it hits us with
such a force it sends us down a spiraling hill that it seems impossible we will be able to get
back up For some it is too late but for others it is just the push they need.The backdrop
settings were so exquisite I was blown away by the author s vivid and intense descriptions, I
could actually touch and hear each and every little detail being given The dialogue was one
filled with intense reality and left a very big impact on me as reader.I m taking away a
message of life has a way of bringing someone into our lives to show us just what it is we
are meant to be doing, yet if we do not stand up and take notice we will soon be trying to
claw our way back up the the hill, and as we all know without help it will take much longer or
not happen at all Someone comes knocking or in the case of Connor and Josie, ends up
sleeping in your bed, pay attention before it s too late, life is trying to send you a message.I
HIGHLY recommend this read for each and every single romance fan It was sweet,
sensual, incredibly sexy and just plain amazing 5 5 star review Getting her into his bed was
easy, the trick is to make sure she stays there No guy wants to come home after weeks out
on the road to find a beautiful naked woman in his bed, no wait that s a lie, most men do
But not Connor Preston, he s tired and totally beat, all he wants his a good nights rest after
weeks of very uncomfortable sleep But instead of his nice clean, cool sheets he finds a very
naked and very tempting Josie wrapped up in his sheets, oh and the sheets are no longer
clean either Wish just makes the situation worse, but it being late Connor reluctantly agrees
to take the couch for the evening and have a stand off with the stranger in his bed in the
morning But when morning comes Josie refuses to leave, instead telling him she calls dips
on his house Connor of course goes from slightly annoyed to outright furious and so begins
the tumble of wits, conflicts, sexual energy so electrifying the pages nearly went up in
flames and the journey to finally learning to stand up and fight I absolutely loved, loved,
loved this book It was so unbelievably perfect in every way it felt as if I was reading a best
seller before it has even come close to the shelves The author s characters were stunning
and extremely realistic they not only creep into my heart but deep into my soul I loved how
the author showed both the characters as feisty yet, also cautious of actually taking steps
towards achieving goals they do not even really realize they need It showed them both as I
recon a lot of us are in real life, we don t realize what is is that we need to do until it hits us
with such a force it sends us down a spiraling hill that it seems impossible we will be able to
get back up For some it is too late but for others it is just the push they need.The backdrop
settings were so exquisite I was blown away by the author s vivid and intense descriptions, I
could actually touch and hear each and every little detail being given The dialogue was one

filled with intense reality and left a very big impact on me as reader.I m taking away a
message of life has a way of bringing someone into our lives to show us just what it is we
are meant to be doing, yet if we do not stand up and take notice we will soon be trying to
claw our way back up the the hill, and as we all know without help it will take much longer or
not happen at all Someone comes knocking or in the case of Connor and Josie, ends up
sleeping in your bed, pay attention before it s too late, life is trying to send you a message.I
HIGHLY recommend this read for each and every single romance fan It was sweet,
sensual, incredibly sexy and just plain amazing 5 5 star review Getting her into his bed was
easy, the trick is to make sure she stays there
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